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ABSTRACT
Future and advanced sensor technologies needed for DoD applications will require more efficient semiconductor materials and devices. Pushing sensor device performance beyond present levels requires a deep understanding of the fundamental limiters. Therefore fundamental research is needed to assure transition of technology from demonstration to system deployment. To address this problem, the Army Research Laboratory (ARL) and Boston University (BU) have come together to create a BU led Consortium for semiconductor Modeling of Materials and Devices (CSM). The Consortium brings together government, academia, and industry in a collaborative fashion to continuously push semiconductor research forward to meet DoD needs. The leveraged attributes of the Consortium include combined broad knowledge base in semiconductor modeling, materials growth and device expertise; sharing of computational resources; project continuity; and extension of the bench. Details regarding the Consortium’s first research topic on understanding vertical transport in Type 2 SL will be discussed.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) has established the Center for Semiconductor Modeling of Materials and Device Modeling1-3 (CSM) to gain fundamental understanding of materials characteristics, and of device operation. CSM is designed to foster and accelerate collaborative research in the multi-scale modeling of semiconductor materials and devices, iteratively validated by experiments. The CSM brings together academia, industry and government labs, in the context of ARL’s Open Campus Initiative4, a key component of ARL’s portfolio. ARL took the lead for developing CSM capability realizing that a combined group effort is the most efficient way to develop niche semiconductor technologies and products of DoD relevance. The ongoing collaboration between ARL and Boston University (BU) in the areas of photon detectors and emitters, and power devices has led to novel simulation tools that have made it possible for ARL to increase its modeling efforts, specifically in the more focused area of infrared detection.5-7

The structure of the CSM incorporates lessons learned from the successful implementation of ARL’s Center of Research on Extreme Batteries (CREB)8-9 that was stood up to foster and accelerate collaborative research in advanced battery materials and technologies, especially for extreme performance, environments and applications. The CSM was established in Phase 1, where the BU led CSM Consortium is being kicked-off in Phase 2 (see Figure 1).
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2.0 VERTICAL TRANSPORT IN III-V TYPE 2 SUPERLATTICE (SL) STRUCTURES

The incumbent technology for the fabrication of LWIR infrared focal plane arrays (IRFPA), as well as future 3rd Gen innovations is based on the II-VI material system Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te grown on lattice matched CdZnTe substrates. However, significant investments by the DoD, are being made to displace the incumbent and exploit the use of III-V Type 2 SL materials for high performance cryogenically cooled IRFPAs.$^{10}$

At this stage of development however, III-V Type 2 material systems such as Ga containing InAs/GaSb and Ga-free InAs/InAs$_{1-x}$Sb, SLs are limited by Shockley-Read Hall (SRH) defect centers of unknown origins with energy levels in the forbidden energy gap. The p-Type 2 InAs/GaSb SLs are limited by relatively low (~35 ns) minority SRH lifetimes. The measured hole minority carrier lifetimes for Ga-free n-Type 2 InAs/InAs$_{1-x}$Sb, SLs are >400ns$^{11}$ for LWIR and 9µs$^{12}$ for LWIR materials. These observations essentially shifted the efforts to n-Type 2 InAs/InAsSb SLs using nBn barrier designs to suppress the GR SRH dark currents; still the dominant current component.$^{13}$

While significant progress has been made in the LWIR device fabrication/characterization, component integration and camera demonstration$^{10}$, the corresponding important material properties (hole minority carrier lifetime, fundamental absorption in the vicinity of the energy gap, and the vertical minority carrier diffusion length) of LWIR n-Type 2 InAs/InAs$_{1-x}$Sb, SLs are not well understood. Of great concern is low vertical mobility of holes, resulting possibly from transport via hopping between band tail localized hole states.
The approach we have chosen to investigate carrier transport in Type 2 SLs is a multiband k·p model coupled with the Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) formalism. Based on a quantum field theoretical approach to non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, NEGF is a powerful tool to study carrier transport properties in nanostructures beyond the semi-classical limit: by treating carrier transport and recombination processes on the same footing, these tools will enable the modeling of modern and future optoelectronic devices. In superlattice absorbers, both absorption and transport are mediated by the superlattice states. The built-in or applied field has a strong influence on the transport regime, which ranges from miniband transport close to flat band conditions to Wannier-Stark hopping in the case of strong fields. Miniband conduction models are based on scattering transitions between delocalized Bloch states computed in the absence of any electric field. When, in realistic conditions, an applied or internal electric field is present, the electron wave functions become localized in the wells if the potential energy drop across a superlattice period exceeds the miniband width, i.e., the miniband breaks up in a ladder of localized quasi-bound states centered in the wells. In this situation, transport is only possible via an inelastic scattering process and is best described by hopping. In weakly coupled superlattices (at moderate electric fields), one has an intermediate regime in which transport is due to sequential tunneling of carriers from one well to the next, followed by relaxation by phonon emission. The NEGF formalism allows for enhanced representation of the physical processes of a multilayer structure that avoids a priori assumptions of the nature of the transport.

We report here the progress that we made in the development of the NEGF code with application to carrier transport in Type 2 InAs/GaSb superlattices (T2SLs). Our approach extends our rigorous 8-band k·p14 model to zincblende crystals. Having introduced the correct operator ordering to ensure numerical stability, and having applied the axial approximation so that the band structure depends only on the transverse wavenumber |k|, we have diagonalized the 8×8 Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian into two decoupled 4×4 upper and lower Hamiltonian matrices (which include the conduction band (CB), the heavy-hole (HH), the light-hole (LH), and the spin-orbit split-off (SO) bands, for each spin), which is particularly important in the NEGF implementation because it significantly reduces memory requirements. Finally we have introduced this compact 4×4 k·p model in our NEGF code.
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Figure 2. (a) Spectral carrier densities of a five-period InAs/GaSb superlattice at zero bias, illuminated with monochromatic light with photon energy 0.3eV and an intensity of 1kW/m². (b) The corresponding subband dispersion as a function of the transverse wavenumber k. (c) Photocurrent integrated over energy and momentum.

The NEGF code includes acoustic scattering in the equipartition approximation, inelastic polar optical scattering, carrier-photon scattering, impurity scattering, and carrier-photon scattering. All self-energies are fully nonlocal and computed in the self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA). With this tool, we have obtained preliminary results of carrier transport in Type 2 InAs/GaSb superlattice absorbers illuminated with monochromatic light. Fig. 2 shows the extraction of carriers photogenerated and transported by the states of a five-period superlattice. The structure is uniformly illuminated by a mono-chromatic photon energy 0.3eV and an intensity of 1kW/m². The SL structure is designed for a cut-off wavelength of 5.6µm. The electronic structure of the SL is presented in the center panel of Fig. 2, where the valence and conduction energy subbands are clearly visible. The left panel of Fig. 2 presents the calculated carrier, electrons in blue and holes in red, spectral densities. As it can be seen electrons are collected at
the left contact and holes are the contact on the right of the device. In the same figure, the different populations of
the first two conduction subbands can be clearly seen. On the other hand, holes only populate the heavy hole
subband. The right panel of Fig. 2 presents the calculated electron (blue line) and hole (red line) current density in
the structure. Upon convergence, the total current (electron + hole) is approximately conserved over the whole
device region (black line). Convergence is achieved after ~ 100 inner iterations, this quantity strongly depends on
the device size. We are currently considering more realistic structures consisting of superlattice absorbers embedded
in PIN junctions. Additional work is needed to understand the role of inelastic processes in the transition from
miniband to sequential tunneling transport.

3.0 CSM CONSORTIUM

Boston University is forming a consortium (CSM Consortium) aimed at advancing the state of the art in
semiconductor materials and devices modelling. The consortium will work together with the Center for
Semiconductor Modelling (CSM) recently formed at ARL. BU will soon kick-off the CSM Consortium and start
building membership and exploring other funding opportunities for pre-competitive research projects.

The CSM Consortium Goals include:

- Bring together government, academia, and industry in a collaborative fashion to address research
  opportunities.
- Collaborate with diverse group of scientists to accelerate the development of a novel design approach to
  improve the ability of the science and technology community to develop novel semiconductor devices and
  transition into specific system applications.
- Develop robust and predictive models to minimize risk in developing new technology. The Consortium will
  focus on the theory, simulation and the experimental validation of the models.
- Exchange researchers between Consortium members to facilitate the execution of joint research projects.
- Provide educational programs to foster scientific interchange and facilitate transition of new technologies
  within the technology community.
- Provide access to unique infrastructure at member organizations.

Benefits of the CSM Consortium membership include:

- Group common understanding of the research needs and priorities
- New ideas and collaborators with expertise in multiple disciplines to solve problems
- Introduction and access to research, computation and production facilities of all member organizations
- Team to form joint proposals to target and capture external funding
- Joint publications
- Access to IP generated by CSM funding

Membership in the Consortium will be open to individuals, national and defense labs, universities and industry
through membership via BU. Government partnerships can be established with the CSM Consortium directly
through various contracting vehicles or through ARL’s contracting mechanism via a Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) while industry and academic partnership will be through the BU CSM Consortium. The CSM Consortium
will be formalized via membership agreements (MA) and Articles of Collaboration (AOC). The CSM Consortium
steering committee, aided by the CSM Advisory Board, will be responsible for selection and funding of the projects.

4.0 ENVISIONED NEXT CSM PROJECTS

Under discussion are several subjects of interest that the CSM is considering as projects to pursue. A few of them
are briefly described in this section.
**HOT (High Operating Temperature) HgCdTe**

Theoretically, the operating temperature of HgCdTe photodiodes could be raised significantly. Developments in HgCdTe material (very low doping and defects, excellent bandgap profile control, etc.) & modeling (detailed 3D device and advanced materials models) make *doubling the BLIP FPA Top* a realistic goal.

We propose to establish validated predictive models for HOT MCT including materials, device, and system optimization. The expected outcomes of the project are validated understanding of device design for HOT detectors; band gap and doping profiles, grown and/or implanted junctions, Isotype barrier structures, radiative as well as Auger suppression, resonant structures, cross-talk and other key parameter analysis.

Our approach includes using Synopsys based heterojunction model to design HOT structures, fabricate and comparing structures using PEC and Banded FPAs, and iterating to improve design based on measurement/analysis of devices. The project payoff is to greatly improve the operating temperature of high performance IR detectors and realizing the associated reduction in system cost.

**Excess Noise Reduction**

HgCdTe operating temperature exceeds any other IR material for median devices, but excess noise (e.g. 1/f, blinkers) limits operability forcing lower operating temperature. Recent HgCdTe technology and materials/diode modeling have matured enough to address/explore noise inducing defects in order to eliminate them.

The proposed project would be to simulate/predict excess noise from trapped charge plus tunneling in defects, compare with FPA results, and iterate/refine both model and device to validate model and reduce noise. The proposed approach is to first model HgCdTe device I-V, spectral response and compare with actual device data to assure good description of median behavior. Then model extended defects, by including in device model localized trapped charge (on inclusions, clusters, dislocations, etc.) with varying magnitude and location in the depletion region. The model understanding will be validated based on FPA measurements of current devices. The architecture will be modified to reduce defects and their effect based on model results – fab/test FPAs, validate, iterate. The expected project outcomes would be: validated understanding of primary sources of excess noise (electrical models, physics/material models), design and fab modifications that reduce excess noise verified by FPA test, higher operability and greater correction stability of all HgCdTe FPAs, especially HOT FPAs – reducing the need for cooling to improve operability and stability, and potential applicability to all IR photodiode imagers.

**5.0 SUMMARY**

Given DoD interests in III-V Type 2 SLs technologies as an alternative to the incumbent technology, which is based for LWIR and VLWIR on II-VI HgCdTe alloy semiconductor, it is timely for CSM to focus on the basic properties of Type 2 InAs/InAs$_{1-x}$Sb$_x$ SLs, in particular the transport properties associated with this material system. The results of the pre-consortium research efforts presented here are a first step towards developing validated models needed for further advancement of LWIR III-V Type 2 SLs. The CSM Consortium aims at bringing together the expertise and capabilities of Industry, Academia and other government agencies in a collaborative fashion to accelerate this research to insure timely transitions to the soldier. While the CSM and CSM Consortium have decided to start with IR materials, we intend to expand the research activities to other semiconductor materials and devices. These future efforts will be based on DoD needs and community interest.
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